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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Educators are often interested in new techniques that 

will accelerate learning, increase retention and yet be 

easily incorporated into the classroom curriculum. Within 

the last decade, the v̂ ork of Dr. George Lozanov, a Bulgar

ian, has received much attention. His experimental re

search in teaching foreign languages at the University of 

Sofia has been depicted as a useful strategy in teaching a 

great deal of new material in a short period of time to 

adults. Lozanov (1971a) called this technique Suggesto

pedia . 

Caskey (1980) reviewed the literature on Suggestopedia. 

He described Suggestopedia as an approach to learning which 

utilized the combined effects of relaxation, soft music, 

positive suggestion, listening-review process, reduced 

stress and anxiety, and multi-sensory input to expand memory 

and develop perceptive potential. 

Lozanov conducted research and claimed learning was 

increased 5 to 50 times the normal rate, with retention 

equaling or exceeding traditional methods of teaching. 



Lozanov experimented with Suggestopedia in foreign language 

classes because of the ease of counting new words learned 

per session as an index to learning efficiency (Robinett, 

1975). 

Investigators who compared the Suggestopedic technique 

to teaching new material in a traditional fashion concluded 

that more material was covered, or the same amount of mat

erial was covered in a shorter time interval (Bancroft, 

1975; Bancroft, 1973a; Bancroft, 1973b; Bancroft, 1972; 

Caskey, 1976; Robinett, 1975). Studies (Held, 1976; James, 

1976; Prichard & Taylor,1978; Prichard & Taylor, 1976; 

Schuster, 1979) have shown that students increased their 

reading skills when the Suggestopedic technique was intro

duced as the teaching vehicle. If the Suggestopedic tech

nique could be found to be useful with children, specifical

ly retarded childern, then significant gains could be made 

in their education. 

Importance of the Study 

Often children who experience academic learning prob

lems do so as a result of a psychological response called 

the "emergency" or "fight or flight" reaction. Zigler 

(1966) and Bijou (1966) suggested that behavior of retarded 

individuals was frequently characterized by escape and 

avoidance patterns triggered by anxiety related to specific 

aversive and feared aversive environmental consequences. 



Frederick (1979) described this response as a primitive re

flex of all animals (including man) which is associated v/ith 

survival (p. 17). When an individual felt physically or 

psychologically threatened, a characteristic pattern of 

arousal occurred as preparation for dealing with the per

ceived threat. According to Carter (1979) this pattern in

cluded (but was not limited to) heightened muscle tension, 

more rapid breathing, increased heart rate, increased cer

ebral and large muscle flow, decreased peripheral blood 

flow, and a decrease of digestive action. This autonomic 

arousal pattern, which was and has been a species survival 

characteristic, prepared the person to respond to the per

ceived threat. Hutt and Gibby (1976; 1979) have pointed out 

that the proposition that retarded children experience more 

anxiety than other children is supported by the research 

evidence . 

The underlying assumption of this study was that at

tending school daily and performing consistently poorly was 

a source of considerable stress and anxiety. Therefore, it 

seemed logical that Suggestopedia would be an effective tool 

when applied to situations that required a reduction in 

stress and anxiety so that efficient learning could trans

pire . 

Purpose of the Study 

The Suggestopedic technique, in the educational set-



ting, was applied primarily to college students (Robinett, 

1975). The purpose of this study was to apply Suggestopedic 

techniques to mildly and moderately retarded children to 

determine if there was a significant effect on identifying 

words. Any new teaching technique that has been found to be 

successful in one setting invites questions v/hen applied to 

another setting. 

Research Questions 

The questions this study attempted to answer were: 

1. Will the stuaents who are taught new words with 

Suggestopedia identify more words than the 

students who are taught the same words with a 

traditional teaching strategy? 

2. Will there be a difference between high and low 

intelligence groups on the number of words 

identified? 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Suggestopedia is a relatively new technique. There

fore, few citations and studies on this subject exist in the 

literature. In a review of the literature on Suggestopedia, 

Robinett (1975) found only a handful of studies on the topic 

and concluded that publications in the United States on 

Suggestopedia are almost nonexistent. Schuster and Prichard 

(1979) pointed out that there are only a few research re

ports in this country describing the Lozanov method. They 

further stated that what is known about the process comes 

chiefly from a translation into English of Lozanov's work. 

It appears that Suggestopedia, as a teaching strategy, is 

relatively new and needs further research to substantiate 

its use in the classroom. Some related topics v;ill be dis

cussed in this chapter prior to the discussion of the lit

erature relating specifically to Suggestopedia. 

Related Topics 

Relaxation strategies and teaching techniques that used 

relaxation training have received much attention in the lit

erature. A recent article by Harvey (1979) depicted the 



success of behavioral therapy techniques that used relax

ation with normal populations and suggested the need for 

more studies using relaxation with the retarded. The 

rationale for techniques that utilized relaxation training 

involved the idea that learning was most effective when the 

child was physically relaxed and mentally attentive (Carter 

Sc Russell, 1981) . 

A number of studies have proposed the application of 

relaxation training with the mentally retarded. For ex

ample. Peck (1977) urged that relaxation training be em

ployed to help retarded clients reduce escape and avoidance 

behaviors. Carter and Synolds (1974) found that relaxation 

training was effective in enhancing the quality of hand

writing of brain injured boys (age 8 to 11). Guralnick 

(1973) described the successful treatment of an acrophobic 

mentally retarded young adult. In this study relaxation was 

combined with other therapy techniques in a systematically 

sequenced manner. The evidence of these few studies implied 

that mildly and moderately retarded persons benefited from 

teaching or training strategies which included relaxation 

training. 

Practitioners of Suggestopedia have recognized that 

the subject's motivation and developmental capacity v/ere 

important to the success of the treatment. Motivation to 

learn has been described as a potent force in the mentally 

retarded child's behavior. Ansbacher and Ansbacher (1956) 



described motivation as "The form which the force of life 

takes in man" (p.29). There are three main sources which 

can give origin to motivational causation of behavior 

(Bieliauskos, 1973). 

1. Environmental influences. 

2. Internal experiences. 

3. Individual ideals or perceptual notions of 

finality. 

The first two forces provided the extrinsic and intrinsic 

elements which worked upon the organism and produced 

activity in it. The third force included incentives, goals 

or object values which gave direction to one's life style. 

Studies (Zigler & deLabry, 1962; Byck, 1968) have 

indicated that the retarded respond to tangible and social 

rewards. These rewards can be a motivating force to learn. 

Ziegler (1973) has stated that in many cases the retarded 

tended to be more motivated to avoid failure than to achieve 

success and they also tended to accept lower degrees of 

success. 

Intelligence quotient and learning was the topic of 

Estes' article (1970) when he argued that subjects with 

higher intelligence should learn more rapidly. Holt, 

Rickard, and Ellis (1972) studied retarded subjects on a 

word-modeling task and found that low intelligence 

participants (intelligence test score mean = 56) emitted 

more parroting responses than the high intelligence 
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retarded participants (intelligence test score mean = 67). 

The higher intelligence group produced more concept model

ing. The authors concluded that as the difficulty level of 

the verbal task increased, a discrepancy in performance re

sulted among subjects of different intelligence levels. 

High intelligence retarded subjects performed better than 

low intelligence subjects when the task became increasingly 

more difficult. The Yoder and Forehand (1974) research sup

ported these findings. 

The Suggestopedic technique, as a teaching strategy, 

has been conducted primarily with college students. Per

haps, a student's intelligence was a factor in learning new 

material. The second question of this study was asked in an 

effort to determine if a student's intelligence was an 

intervening variable v/hen new material was presented with 

the Suggestopedia strategy. 

Changes in anxiety level are related to changes in in

telligence quotient scores (Proeger, C , & Myrick, R. , 

1980). Educational research on relaxation suggests that 

children can learn how to reduce school-related anxiety, and 

gain a measure of self-discipline and confidence (Schultz, 

E. & Walton, V7. 1979). Further, a child's anxiety level 

seems as effective as his or her intelligence quotient in 

predicting reading grades (Proeger, C , £c Myrick, R., 1980). 

Suggestopedia has been found to reduce anxiety in adults 

(Caskey, 1980). 



Carter, Lax, and Russell (1979) used Suggestopedia 

with educable mentally retarded boys. They reported signif-

ifleant gains in the boys' handwriting legibility but the 

students did not reach significance on reading achievement. 

Because relaxation is one aspect of Suggestopedia, the ques

tion of whether Suggestopedia can enhance the learning of 

mentally retarded children emerges. Nevertheless, inasmuch 

as Suggestopedia technology and procedures are relatively 

new, there has been little application to children, 

especially as it relates to amelioration of academic 

learning difficulties (Carter, 1979). 

Description Of Mental Retardation 

There are four levels of mental retardation recognized 

by the American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD): 

mild, moderate, severe and profound. Only the term mental 

retardation and the subcategories mild and moderate mental 

retardation, as defined by the AAMD, will be discussed 

here. 

Mental retardation refers to significantly subaverage 

general intellectual functioning existing concurrently with 

deficits in adaptive behavior, and manifested during the 

developmental period (Grossman, 1977). Grossman further 

defined the following: 

1. General intellectual functioning - the results 

obtained by assessment with one or more of the 
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individually administered general intelligence 

tests developed for that purpose. 

2. Significantly subaverage - intelligence more than 

two standard deviations below the mean for the 

test. 

3. Adaptive behavior - the effectiveness or degree 

with which an individual meets the standards of 

personal independence and social responsibility 

expected for age and cultural group. 

4. Developmental period - the period of time between 

birth and the 18th birthday. 

Grossman pointed out that mental retardation equated to a 

level of behavioral performance without reference to 

etiology. Current behavior of the subject was described 

without implying prognosis. Thus, within the framework of 

the definition of mental retardation, an individual may meet 

the criteria of mental retardation at one time in life and 

not at some other time. 

The AAMD definition of mental retardation requires that 

a deficiency in both adaptive behavior and intellectual 

functioning (measured intelligence) must be manifested 

concurrently. The method for determining the level of 

retardation must include these same criteria. The AAMD 

recommended that the terms — mild, moderate, severe, and 

profound — be used to describe levels of retardation. This 

study was concerned with the mildly and moderately retarded 
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child in a special education class. 

Mild mental retardation is a term used to describe the 

degree of mental retardation present when the intelligence 

test score of an individual is more than 2 and up to 3 

standard deviations below the norm, e.g., 52 to 67 on the 

Stanford-Binet and 55 to 69 on the Wechsler scales 

(Grossman, 1977). Public schools sometimes refer to those 

individuals as educable mentally retarded (EMR). 

Moderate mental retardation is a term used to describe 

the degree of mental retardation when the intelligence test 

score of an individual is more than 3 and up to 4 standard 

deviations below the norm, e.g., 36 to 51 on the Stanford-

Binet and 40 to 54 on the Wechsler scales. Many trainable 

individuals function at this level; such persons usually can 

learn self-help, communication, social and simple occupa

tional skills but only limited academic or vocational skills 

(Grossman, 1977). 

Background of Suggestopedia 

Suggestopedia was developed by George Lozanov. Accord

ing to Caskey (1976), the term Suggestopedia is often des

cribed as the Lozanov method. Lozanov's earlier work with 

Suggestopedia was centered on the notion that success of 

therapeutic techniques was directly related to patient pref

erence. Lozanov noted that if patients, primarily individ

uals suffering from neurotic conditions, were given the 
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choice of treatment, expectations of positive results were 

likely to be verified in a sort of self-suggestive process. 

By choosing the therapeutic technique, the patients accepted 

responsibility for their conduct and progress. Lozanov 

concluded that eliciting patient choice of treatment bore a 

direct relationship to the success of the therapeutic 

process. 

Lozanov applied his technique to medicine first, then 

to education. In 1965, Lozanov used Suggestopedia on a 

patient for the first time during major surgery (Lozanov, 

1971b). The technique proved successful and was adopted as 

a useful surgery strategy at the clinic where Lozanov 

worked. Suggestopedia proved advantageous in the classroom 

when the technique was demonstrated to help students in

crease the speed of acquiring new material. Lozanov (1971a) 

reported that suggestability of his students at the end of a 

suggestopedic course was significantly less than it was at 

the beginning of the course. These findings held in spite 

of the fact that suggestion played an important role in the 

effectiveness of Suggestopedia. 

Lozanov developed Suggestopedia as a strategy for 

improving learning efficiency when he was interested in the 

laws of suggestion. Techniques to measure whether children 

are susceptible to suggestion dated back to the late 1800's. 

In 1893, for example, E.W. Scripture (1930) attempted to 

measure suggestibility (that peculiar state of mind which 
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was favorable to suggestion) in children by having the child 

place his or her finger on a thin wire. A small current 

heated the wire to a warm temperature for the first two 

trials. The current was shut off for the remaining two 

trials. If the child reported warmth, when in fact there 

was none, he or she was said to be suggestible. Three years 

later W. Small (1930) tested children and concluded that 

suggestibility was universal. Sidis (1973) felt that there 

were two types of suggestibility — normal and abnormal. He 

described normal suggestibility as cultural and used in

direct suggestion principles. Abnormal suggestibility was 

the opposite; the more direct the suggestion, the greater 

the chance of its success. Otis (1924) tested children's 

ability to receive material in a suggestive fashion and 

concluded: 

1. There was an ability to resist suggestion. 

2. Chronological age was important. 

3. Mental age was most important in resisting 

suggestion. 

4. Girls had a slight advantage over boys in resis

ting suggestion. 

The bulk of the research that followed generally 

supported earlier findings that children were susceptible to 

suggestion, yet these studies and others were ignored by 

Lozanov when he presented his findings in 1975. Thus, 

Western research on suggestion was discarded by Lozanov 
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(Lindeman, 1979). Much of Lozanov's theory was based on 

Pavlov's work who regarded suggestion as the most basic type 

of the conditioned reflex (Kurlock, 1930). 

A movement to research and study Suggestopedia began 

in the mid-seventies in the United States. The Society For 

Acceleratative Learning And Teaching (SALT) was established 

in Des Moines and later headquartered in Ames, Iowa. The 

purpose of the SALT organization was to encourage exper

imentation and research with methods of accelerative 

learning, to collect and disseminate information about such 

methods, and to contribute in all ways possible to the 

promotion of advancement and excellence in teaching and 

training. The SALT journal and newsletter solicited 

articles and activities involving the use of Suggestopedic 

techniques. 

Nature of Suggestopedia 

Lozanov believed his method created an alert but 

relaxed state of mind, during which anti-suggestion barriers 

were lowered. He hypothesized that everyone was continually 

exposed to suggestion from the environment. In order to 

protect oneself from receiving too much stimuli, anti-

suggestion barriers were established. 

Anti-suggestion barriers were described as defense 

mechanisms. All children employed defense mechanisms. 

Moreover, retarded children employed some types of defense 
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mechanisms more than normal children (Hutt and Gibby, 1976; 

1979). Caskey (1980) depicted three anti-suggestion 

barriers : 

1. The critical-logical barrier — which rejected all 

that does not make a logical impression. 

2. The intuitional-affective barrier — which reject

ed all that does not create a feeling of confi

dence and a sense of security. 

3. The ethical barrier — which rejected any sugges

tions that contradict the ethical principles and 

values of the individual. 

Through the process of Suggestopedia these defense 

mechanisms could be lowered, thus making it possible to 

bypass these barriers and reach the unused 90% of the brain 

with a resultant increase in learning speed and retention of 

material with very little effort on the part of the indi

vidual (Caskey, 1980). When a teacher successfully complied 

with these barriers, rapid rates of learning resulted 

(Prichard & Taylor, 1978). 

Research with adults has pointed to a vast array of 

possible applications of Suggestopedia training (Bayuk & 

Bayuk, 1980). Researchers and practitioners may benefit 

from an examination of the utility of Suggestopedia and its 

potential with the retarded. The use of Suggestopedia in 

the classroom might be a fertile field for research with 

retarded persons. 
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Instructional Format for Suggestopedia 

Studies that used the Suggestopedic technique followed 

a specific procedure. Treatment sessions for the Suggesto

pedic treatment lessons were divided into three distinct 

parts called the "Suggestopedic cycle" (Caskey, 1980): 

1. Review — this involved conversations between 

teacher and student for the purpose of answering 

questions and clarifying previously learned 

material. 

2. Presentation of new material — this was done in a 

rather traditional fashion. The traditional 

teaching strategy involved conversation between 

the student and teacher for clarification of 

previously learned material, questions and an

swers, use of feedback, presenting material using 

reinforcement techniques, etc. 

3. Relaxation process — during this part the teacher 

introduced the Complete Breath exercise with back

ground music. After the breathing exercise was 

complete, the teacher reviewed the material using 

positive suggestion e.g., "You're doing finel"; 

"You're learning!"; "That's greati"; etc., while 

varying intonation of voice with the music. 

Caskey (1980) stated that the relaxation process of the 

Suggestopedic technique was divided into two parts, active 

and passive. The active part involved modeling and ob-
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servational behavior. The subjects were taught a breathing 

exercise and the teacher presented the new material to the 

subjects three times for purpose of repetition. The sub

jects watched the external stimuli, listened to the pre

sentation by the teacher, and repeated the new information 

to themselves, all in rhythm to breathing. The Complete 

Breath technique, a segment of the active part, was integral 

to the Suggestopedic method. The Complete Breath technique 

consisted of three parts — inhalation, retention, and ex

halation. The exercise elicited a calm atmosphere, empha

sized a "letting go" of worry, anger, anxiety, and tension. 

Instruction was given in the same rhythmic tone of the soft 

music while the students, remaining relaxed, absorbed the 

material in an intuitive perceptive manner. The active part 

was over when the new material was presented. 

The passive part followed immediately the active part. 

The students concentrated on inner breathing rather than on 

external stimuli. Students were requested to listen to the 

music and concentrate on their breathing and not to listen 

to the teacher as the new material was reviewed. 

The music was essential because it was found to aid in 

the relaxation process (Schwartz,1954). Suggestopedia elic

ited a relaxation response which combated the learner's de

fense mechanisms. The "fight or flight" response was over

come once the person relaxed. The relaxed individual became 

more aware of the unused resources and strengths upon which 
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reserve capacities of the mind could be drawn. 

The contribution of music to learning and its physio

logical impact on humans has long been recognized (Gambell, 

1981). Racle (1978) pointed out that Suggestopedia seems to 

be the only pedagogical approach using music as an integral 

part or essential component of the teaching process. Ban

croft (1975); Caskey (1980); and Schuster, Benitez-Borden, 

and Gritton (1976) shared similar views concerning the im

portant imipact of the music and rhythm element of Lozanov' s 

method. Specific characteristics of the appropriate type of 

music selection for background was delineated by Caskey 

(1980). Suggestopedia made use of a positive and encourag

ing atmosphere. In addition, the teacher maintained a po

sition of knowledgeable authority on one hand and the abil

ity to develop a sympathetic understanding with students on 

the other. Students were encouraged and complimented in a 

positive and hopeful manner. If mistakes were made, they 

were corrected, but in a quiet and non-critical way (Caskey, 

1980) . The Suggestopedic technique allov/ed the student to 

relax, become passive yet alert, unresisting and in control. 

Anti-suggestion barriers were lowered and the student v;as 

ready to receive and retain new material. Consequently, a 

teaching strategy that could accelerate learning would be 

highly desired. 

Research on Suggestopedia 

Brownlee (1982; 1980) described the utility of Sugges-
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topedia in the classroom and its application to the educa

tion of children with learning disabilities. Bancroft 

1972a; 1972b; 1973a; 1973b), a Canadian language professor, 

used Lozanov's techniques to teach foreign language classes 

at the college level. Two books by Ostrander and Schroeder 

(1970; 1974) included Lozanov's work on Suggestopedia. Re

cently, three texts (Caskey, 1980, Prichard & Taylor, 1980; 

and Schuster, Benitez-Bordon, & Gritton, 1976) illustrating 

the uses of Suggestopedia, were published in the United 

States. 

Some studies that reported the successful use of Sug

gestopedia or suggestion as a teaching strategy raised ques

tions. For example, Prichard and Taylor (1978) described 

the successful use of the Suggestopedic technique with 17 

students, age range from 8 to 13, having difficulties in 

reading. The authors gave the students 12 weeks of vocab

ulary instruction using the Suggestopedic technique. The 

students had previously received instruction using a tradi

tional (undefined by the authors) teaching technique. From 

the data gathered, the authors concluded that a positive 

suggestive atmosphere appeared to greatly improve children's 

scoring on Spache Oral and Silent Reading Subtests. 

Questions arise, however, when one asks "Were the gains the 

students made the result of the treatment or the result of 

existing intervening variables?" Kerlinger (1973) sug

gested that unobservable intervening variables could account 
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for a student's increase in gain scores. For example, the 

maturation of the subjects cold have caused the learning, or 

a practice effect, bias of teachers, novelty of the "new" 

method, motivation of the subjects. Not reversing the de

sign or using a comparison group while simultaneously pre

senting the same material weakened the conclusions and 

perhaps left them open to speculation. 

Biggers and Stricherz (1976), Prichard and Taylor 

(1981), Schuster and Vincent (1980), Robinett (1975) studied 

the use of Suggestopedia or suggestion over other teaching 

strategies, yet their conclusions are in question also. 

Some commonalities included: 

1. No comparison group used. 

2. No pretest data or insufficient pretest data. 

3. No control measures used to insure that the treat

ment groups were not significantly different from 

the comparison (control) group on important inde

pendent variables before treatment began. 

4. Incomplete design, i.e., researchers did not re

verse the design after the data indicated that the 

former way of presenting the material was not as 

effective as the latter. 

5. Lack of explanation or incomplete explanation of 

the technique used for presenting material to the 

comparison group. 

Although Suggestopedia has received praise (Robinett, 
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1975; Gambell, 1981). Biggers and Stricherz (1976) found 

Suggestopedia to be no more effective than traditional 

teaching when they investigated a student's ability on a 

v/ord recognition task. Conclusions based on some past 

research studies seem to be hampered by poor research 

methodologies, however. Additionally, more studies are 

needed to verify its use with children. Especially 

important is attention to sound experimental design and 

teacher training. The scope of this study was limited to 

the application of Suggestopedia on mild and moderate 

mentally retarded school age students assigned to special 

education. 

Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were formulated in order to 

answer the questions raised by the study: 

Hypothesis 1. The experimental group v/ill identify 

more words than the control group. 

Hypothesis 2. The high intelligence group will 

identify more words than the low intelligence group. 

Hypothesis 3. There will be no significant interaction 

effect between treatment and intelligence. The review of 

the literature suggested no evidence that low intelligence 

children would be affected more by Suggestopedia than high 

intelligence children. For this reason, hypothesis 3 was 

stated in the null form. 
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Operational Definitions 

Anxiety: A form of fear response. Since anxiety is 

imagined fear, the individual experiencing it finds it 

difficult to eliminate (Cannon, W. 1963). 

Learning Efficiency: The amount of material learned in a 

given time, or the reduction of the amount of time necessary 

to learn new material. 

Positive Suggestion; The phase of suggestion which results 

in action or the freedom of action, as in a suggestopedic 

state. 

Relaxation Response: A natural and innate protective 

mechanism which allows us to turn off harmful bodily 

effects, to counter the effects of the fight-or-flight 

reflex (Benson, 1975). 

Stress: The non-specific response of the body to any demand 

upon it (Selye, 1974). 

Suggestion; By suggestion is meant the intrusion into the 

mind of an idea; met with more or less opposition by the 

person; accepted uncritically at last; and realized 

unreflectively, almost automatically (Sidis, 1973). 

Suggestology; The study of messages (suggestions) and 

their interaction between man and his environment (Racle, 

1977). 

Suggestopedia: An approach developed by the Bulgarian 

psychiatrist George Lozanov which utilizes the combined 

effects of relaxation, soft music, positive suggestion. 
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listening-review process, reduced stress and anxiety, and 

multi-sensory input to expand memory and develop perceptive 

potential (Caskey, 1980). 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

A school district in a West Texas rural area was con

tacted for the purpose of obtaining students for this study 

(see Appendix A ) . The students were selected from the 

"Academic Adjustment" classes of the schools involved. The 

purpose of this special education program was to serve men

tally retarded students by providing a non-graded curriculum 

that was competency based. 

A comparison of the performance of an experimental 

group with a control group was used for this study (Ker

linger, 1973). It was not possible to randomly assign stu

dents to the groups since the students selected for this 

study were assigned to an individual special education class 

through the regular procedure of their school. This was not 

seen as a problem because an effort to determine similarity 

of groups was made. A t. test was performed using the stu

dent's age, intelligence, and pretest scores by treatment 

group to determine the similarity of the groups. Race, sex, 

and age were charted according to treatment group in an ef

fort to compare groups for similarity in student make-up. 

A consent form was signed by the student's parent(s) 

24 
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prior to treatment (see Appendix B). The student's demo-

ographic data was obtained from the school records (see 

Appendix C). No screening instruments, beyond age, 

intelligence, and assignment to a special education class 

were used to exclude students from the study. 

Subjects 

Fifty-six mentally retarded students, who were attend

ing special education classes, were chosen from five schools 

for this study. The age range was from 9 to 16 with a mean 

of 11 years 6 months and a standard deviation of 2 years 2 

months. The intelligence test scores (obtained from the 

school records) range from 40 to 74 with a mean of 57 and a 

standard deviation of 8.30. Demographic data with the stu

dents' raw scores are shown in Appendix M. 

Variables 

The single dependent variable was the number of words 

identified. The independent variable was the method of pre

sentation of the subject matter. The control variables were 

chronological age, the degree of retardation (mild and mod

erate range), and intelligence. 

Measurement of Variables 

All of the students participating in the study were 

tested using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. This was 
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done to insure that a median split of intelligence test 

scores could be obtained from one common instrument. 

The dependent variable was the number of words identi

fied. This was operationally defined as the number of words 

pronounced correctly when asked "Tell me what this word 

says . " 

The independent variable was the method of presentation 

of the subject matter. The treatment for the experimental 

group was Suggestopedia with presentation of words. The 

treatment for the comparison group was the traditional 

teaching technique with presentation of words. This tech

nique may be described as a method of instruction using con

versational language, questions and answers, reinforcement 

procedures, feedback, written and oral practice, etc. 

The control variables were chronological age, the 

degree of retardation (mild and moderate range), and 

intelligence. 

These variables were analyzed to determine if there was a 

difference in variance between groups. 

Instrumentation 

Three tests selected for this study are; 

1. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT). 

2. A word identification test. 

3. An observation index of Task Relevant Behavior 

(TRB) and Task Nonrelevant Behavior (TNB). 
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The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) is a 

norm-referenced standardized test developed by Dunn (1965) 

and is a nonverbal, multiple-choice test that was designed 

to evaluate children between the ages of 2 1/2 and 18 years 

who have no hearing disabilities and who can indicate "yes" 

or "no" in some manner. It is an untimed individual test, 

administered in 15 minutes or less, requiring no reading 

ability, and either pointing or oral response is essential. 

The test was designed to provide an estimate of an individ

ual ' s verbal intelligence through measuring the subject's 

listening vocabulary. The examiner reads the stimulus word, 

and the subject responds by pointing to, giving the number 

of, or otherwise indicating the picture which best illus

trates the word (Buros, 1965). The test is simple to ad

minister and score. No special preparation is required for 

the examiner beyond knowing the proper pronunciation of all 

stimuli words. A deviation intelligence quotient (IQ) score 

is obtained. The PPVT manual indicates that the content 

validity is high. There is also some evidence of moderate 

concurrent and predictive validity against academic achieve

ment (Anastasi, 1976). The PPVT was selected because of its 

validity and ease of administration. 

A word identification test of 120 words was adminis

tered to all students. The test (see Appendix D) was a 

word identification task and was used for both the pretest 

and posttest. The examiner pointed to the word and stated 
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"Tell me what this word says." If the student did not re

spond to the first word the examiner said the word and went 

on to the next. After the student responded to the first 

word by pronouncing it correctly, the examiner stated "Go 

ahead with the others." If the student failed to respond to 

a word in about four seconds the examiner continued the 

test by pointing to the next word. The words were taken 

from the Macmillan Reading Series, 1980, Teacher's Edition 

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grade level. 

From over three hundred words that were piloted for 

this study, one hundred and twenty words were randomly se

lected (see Appendix E). Fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh 

grade level words were chosen because it was assumed that 

the words had various degrees of difficulty, with some being 

easier to identify than others. There were thirty words per 

grade level (see Appendix F). The ninety words taken from 

the pretest, that had the lowest frequency of correct re

sponses, were used for the course material (see Appendix G). 

The students were given the same 120 word identification 

test immediately following the treatment. 

An unobtrusive observation was conducted at regular in

tervals to record the student's reaction to treatment. Git-

tler and Gorden (1979) found observation discounted in 

American developmental psychology despite some researchers' 

praise of the richness of the data obtained. The authors 

conducted a study using participant observation and found 
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that reports on the students' performance were accurate. 

The observation instrument (see Appendix H) used in 

this study provided for a sampling of the students' reaction 

to treatment. It indicated whether the students assigned to 

each group were affected differentially as treatment pro

gressed. This instrument was developed and piloted for the 

study. 

The observation instrument concerned itself with task 

relevant and task nonrelevant behaviors. Task Relevant Be

haviors (TRB) are operationally defined as actions displayed 

that tend to keep the student's attention on the assigned 

task. Examples are following direction(s) of teacher, eye 

contact with teacher, listening attentively, responding ap

propriately to questions, etc. Task Nonrelevant Behaviors 

(TNB) are operationally defined as actions displayed that 

tend to distract student's attention from the task at hand. 

Examples are looking out the window, talking to another 

student, sleeping, leaving one's seat, fidgeting, etc. 

These behaviors were noted by an observer. 

There were ten observers. All were undergraduate stu

dents. A film of an actual treatment session was made for 

training purposes. The observers were trained to use the 

instrument by a teacher trainer. The teacher trainer was 

the standard for establishing interrater reliability. The 

format for establishing interrater reliability coefficients 

is in agreement with Beggs and Lewis (1975) and is shown in 
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Appendix H. The observers viewed the film with the teacher 

trainer and reliabilty was established when they agreed on a 

student's response ten out of ten consecutive times. In 

addition, the observers were checked during actual obser

vations, three separate times, to insure that there was at 

least 90% agreement (see Appendix H) among their observa

tions and the teacher trainer's. Each observer was randomly 

assigned to one site. 

The recording procedure for the observation instrument 

was as follows: 

1. One student was randomly selected by the observer. 

2. The observer looked away for 15 seconds. 

3. At the end of the fifteen second interval the 

rater looked up and observed the student's present 

task behavior then recorded a "-f-" (plus) if the 

student had displayed Task Relevant Behavior at 

that precise moment; if the student exhibited be

havior that appeared nonrelevant to the task, the 

interval was considered spoiled and a "-" (minus) 

was recorded. 

4. After the observer recorded the student's behav

ior, a different student was randomly selected and 

the process started over again. 

This procedure was followed until ten random observations 

per student were made. 

It was assumed that six samples of the students' re-
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action to treatment would be sufficient to establish whether 

their observed behavior was due to treatment. Thus, the 

maximum score for a student exhibiting task relevant be

haviors would be 60. The observations took place on the 

first, second, ninth, tenth, seventeenth and eighteenth 

lessons . 

Treatments 

Treatment sessions involved 18 lessons conducted over a 

four week interval. The lessons were 50 minutes in length 

conducted over two consecutive 25 minute training periods. 

The treatment format for this study was similar to the 

format used by Robinett (1975) except that the breathing 

exercise instructions were given by the teacher assistant 

rather than from a tape (see Appendix I). The control group 

received instruction taught in the traditional fashion. 

Both groups received the same course material. 

Four graduate students pursuing a doctorate in edu

cation and one graduate student pursuing a master's in edu

cation were the teachers for this study. The teachers were 

given an instructional information packet (see Appendix J). 

They were told that the students would be divided into two 

groups and that both groups would receive the same treatment 

and material. They were not told the level of difficulty of 

the words. The teachers were randomly assigned to both 

groups. Each teacher taught two classes a day. The teacher 
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taught one class using the Suggestopedic technique. The 

other class received the same material using the traditional 

teaching appoach. Therefore, each teacher was responsible 

for knowing and teaching both methods of instruction. At 

the end of each week the teachers rotated to two different 

classes and taught one class using the Suggestopedic tech

nique and the other using the traditional approach. Rota

ting teachers each week was done to control for teacher 

bias . 

A simplified representation of the treatment design 

follows; 

Teacher #1 

Teacher #2 

Teacher #3 

Teacher #4 

Teacher #5 

Class A... Suggestopedia group 

Class B... Comparison group 

Class C... Suggestopedia group 

Class D... Comparison group 

Class E... Suggestopedia group 

Class F... Comparison group 

Class G... Suggestopedia group 

Class H... Comparison group 

Class I...'Suggestopedia group 

Class J... Comparison group 

Procedures 

Each class received an initial one hour presentation 

prior to treatment. The introductory session involved 

informing the students what to expect throughout the les-
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sons with demonstrations of the procedure to be followed and 

presentations of the material to be used. 

The first period for the experimental and control 

groups included; 

1. A ten minute review of old material. 

2. A 15 minute introduction of new material. 

The ten minute review of old material portion used the 

traditional format for instruction e.g., conversation be

tween student(s) and teacher, questions and answers, and 

clarification of previously identified material. During 

this time the teacher reviewed the five words presented from 

the previous session. 

During the 15 minute introduction to new material, five 

new words were taught. This was accomplished by the teacher 

first showing one word while simultaneously saying it, then 

the teacher said the word again and spelled it. This was 

followed by the teacher saying the word, spelling it, de

fining it and using it in a sentence. The procedure for 

introducing the material followed the logic of Ives, Bursuk 

and Ives (1979) "There are three aspects to word identifi

cation: the written form of the word, the word name, and 

the word meaning" (p.12). All words were hand lettered in 

lower case American-English orthography on a 5 x 8 inch card 

(see Appendix K ) . One person hand lettered all the cards. 

This was to insure that the students would be exposed to 

only one person's hand writing. On the back of each card 
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was the correct pronunciation of the word and its meaning 

taken directly from the Introduction of New Words section of 

the Macmillan books. The teacher was requested to use the 

examples given on the back of each card (see Appendix K). 

Once the series of five words were presented, the teacher 

repeated the process until the 15 minutes were expired. 

The second period for the experimental group consisted 

of; 

1. A ten minute breathing exercise. 

2. A 15 minute review of the new material. 

The music was played throughout the entire 25 minutes. 

The teachers were giving instructions (see Appendix J) on 

the use of the tapes and the procedure to follow. 

The ten minute breathing exercise portion consisted of 

the inhalation, retention, exhalation process or Complete 

Breath technique. This exercise was found to be the most 

effective of the breathing exercises for attaining a relaxed 

state of consciousness (Robinett, 1975). For the relaxation 

transcript, the teacher read the procedure and modeled the 

behavior (see Appendix I). An effort was made to provide a 

relaxed, positive, anxiety-free atmosphere in the classroom. 

During the 15 minute portion the students were in

structed to continue to listen to the music, maintain a 

relaxed composure, and not to listen to the teacher as the 

material was reviewed. The material was reviewed in much 

the same way as in the first period with the exception of 
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the teacher attempting to restate the words with the rhythm 

of the music. The teacher varied his or her intonation of 

voice (e.g., soft, normal, loud, firm), and rhythm of voice 

with the music. The teacher asked the students to imagine 

what the word looked like, to concentrate on the music, and 

to maintain a calm relaxed composure. The instructional 

format remained the same for the entire treatment period and 

was the same throughout all lessons. 

The second period for the control group involved: 

1. A ten minute reading activity. 

2. A 15 minute review of the five new words. 

The teacher read a story to the students for ten min

utes. The reading activity was not seen as being in conflict 

with the experimental group's breathing exercise since the 

Suggestopedic method was, by definition, a combination of 

unique factors. 

The 15 minute review process was conducted in the same 

fashion as the introduction to new material portion. The 

teacher reviewed the five words that were introduced in the 

first period. This procedure remained the same throughout 

the control group's lessons. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The purpose of this study was to compare the perform

ance of students taught new words with Suggestopedia to the 

performance of students taught new words with a traditional 

teaching approach. The subjects in this study were mental

ly retarded students with intelligence test scores in the 

mild and moderate range. The statistical models used in 

this study were analysis of variance (AtTOVA) and the t. test, 

Treatment of Pretest Data 

Table 1 

t. Tests for PPVT Intelligence Test Scores, Intelligence 
Test Scores from School Records, Word Identification 

Scores, and Age by Treatment Groups 
(N = 56) 

Criterion Variables: Intelligence, Age, Words 
Variable Group N Mean SD t df 

PPVT Intelli- Sugg. 28 65.68 8.77 .01 54 n.s. 
gence Score) Control 28 65.71 9.84 

School Record Sugg. 28 57.32 7.47 .10 54 n.s. 
Intelligence Control 2L 57.11 9.18 
Score 

Age in Sugg. 28 143.18 25.65 .08 54 n.s. 
Months Control 28 143.75 26.71 

Word Identi- Sugg. 28 3.04 9.48 .07 54 n.s. 
fication Test Control 28 2.89 5.27 

36 
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The pretest data were compared v/ith a t. test to see if 

there were initial differences betv/een treatment groups. 

Results of the t test (Table 1) indicated there were no sig

nificant differences between groups in intelligence using 

the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (t = .07; df = 54; p = 

.945), using the intelligence data supplied by the schools' 

records (t = .10; df = 54; p = .924), or for chronological 

age (t = .08; df = 54; p = .935). There v/as no significant 

difference (Table 1) between treatment groups on number of 

words identified. 

Table 2 

Comparison ol Treatment Groups by Race, Sex 
and Chronological Age 

(N = 56) 

Suggestopedia 
Group 

(N = 28) 

Traditional Teaching 
Group 
(N = 28) 

Race 
Anglo 
Hispanic 
Black 

11 (39%) 
09 (32%) 
08 (29%) 

09 (32%) 
10 (36%) 
09 (32%) 

Sex 
Male 
Female 

Age (Months) 
Mean 
Range 

17 (61%) 
11 (39%) 

143.18 
110 - 192 

19 (68%) 
09 (32%) 

143.75 
108 - 187 

Race, sex, and age were charted according to treatment 

group in an effort to compare groups for similarity in stu-
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dent make-up. Results appear in Table 2. 

Treatment of Posttest Data 

Table 3 

Analysis of Variance of Posttest Word Identification 
Scores by Treatment and Intelligence 

(N = 56) 

Word Identification Scores 
Treatment Group N Mean SD 

Suggestopedia 28 16.17 22.72 

Control 28 13.60 19.41 

Total 56 

Source of Criterion Variable; Words Identified 
Variation df SS MS F p 

Main Effects 
Group 1 2.26 2.26 .006 n.s 
Intelligence 1 3150.33 3150.33 7.812 .003 

2-V7ay Interactions 
Group X Intelligence 1 6.68 6.68 .017 n.s 

Residual 52 20969.68 403.26 

Hypothesis I. It was hypothesized that the experi

mental group would identify more words than the control 

group at the .05 level of significance. Results of the 

analysis of variance (Table 3) showed no significant dif

ferences due to treatment on words identified (F = .006; 

df = 52; p = .471). 
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Hypothesis II. It was hypothesized that the high in

telligence subjects (obtained by using the upper median 

score of the PPVT) v/ould identify more words than the low 

intelligence subjects at the .05 level of significance. 

Results of the analysis of variance (Table 3) indicated 

that there was a significant effect due to intelligence on 

words identified (F = 7.812; df = 52; p = .003). 

Hypothesis III. It was hypothesized that there v/ould 

be no interaction effect between intelligence and treatment 

on words identified at the .05 level of significance. Re

sults of the analysis of variance listed in Table 3 indi

cated there was no significant interaction effect of treat-

tment with intelligence on words identified (F = .017; 

df = 52; p = .898) . 

Additional Analysis 

Table 4 

t. Test on the Observation Scores by Treatments 
(N = 56) 

Criterion Variable; Task Relevant Behavior 
Variable Group N Mean SD t df p 

TRB Sugg. 28 38.57 8.7 .11 54 n.s. 
Score Control 28 38.82 8.94 

A t. test was performed on the observation scores to 

determine if there was a significant effect due to treat

ment at the .05 level of significance. The results of the 
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test (Table 4) indicated there was not a significant differ

ence on the observation scores due to treatment (t = .11; 

df = 54; p = .458). 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

This study sought to determine the effects of Suggesto

pedia on identifying words. If results were positive.then 

it would have been easy to conclude that Suggestopedia truly 

increases learning at an increased rate over the traditional 

teaching format. Yet, this was not the case. 

Hypotheses Discussion 

Hypotheses tested in this study investigated the number 

of words identified using Suggestopedia and a traditional 

teaching strategy. The subjects in this study v/ere mildly 

retarded and moderately retarded school age children receiv

ing special education. If Suggestopedia could increase the 

number of new words identified, there may be implications 

that this technique could be applied to other forms of 

learning. 

A comparison of an experimental group with a control 

group design was used for this study (Kerlinger, 1973). The 

statistical methods of analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the 

t test v/ere used to analyze the data. The dependent vari

able, number of words identified, was measured by shov/ing 

41 
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the student a word and requesting "Tell me what this word 

says." Fifty-six mildly and moderately retarded students 

served as students of the research. The students were pre

tested prior to treatment. A posttest was administered 

after the treatment. 

It was hypothesized that the students receiving Sugges

topedia would identify more words than the students receiv

ing instruction using the traditional teaching approach. 

This hypothesis was not supported. Suggestopedia did not 

increase the students' learning significantly. The students 

in the control group learned as many words as the students 

in the traditional teaching group. This finding supports 

the results of the study conducted by Carter, Lax and 

Russell (1979) wherein, they found no significant differ

ences between treatments (Suggestopedia and traditional) for 

educable mentally retarded boys on a reading achievement 

task. Studies that used relaxation with children to enhance 

learning have been shown to be effective (Carter, 1979; 

Proeger, C., & Myrick, R. , 1980). It is possible that 

Suggestopedia does not affect mentally retarded children in 

the same way as non-mentally retarded children. On the 

other hand, the students assigned to the Suggestopedia 

treatment group did learn; that is, they did identify more 

words on the posttest than on the pretest and did slightly 

better than the students in the control group. 

The hypothesis that proposed that the higher intelli-
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gence students would identify more words than the lower 

intelligence students was supported. This result was ex

pected since there is evidence that high intelligence stu

dents would have learned more material in the same amount of 

time and would be expected to gain more from new experiences 

(Estes, 1970). The results of this study support the view 

that mentally retarded students of higher intelligence do 

learn more material than low intelligence mentally retarded 

students in the same amount of time. 

The hypothesis that stated there would be no signifi

cant interaction effects was accepted. A research of the 

literature found no evidence that low intelligence students 

v/ould benefit more from Suggestopedia than their high in

telligence peers. 

Additional Analysis Discussion 

The additional analysis performed to determine v/hether 

the students in the experimental group v/ould exhibit more 

Task Relevant Behavior (TRB) than the students in the con

trol group found no significant differences in Task Relevant 

Behavior between treatment groups. It may be that the stu

dents in the experimental group did not find Suggestopedia 

to be uniquely different enough to elicit uncommon motiva

tion over the traditional teaching approach. Attending to a 

task is important to learning. Both Suggestopedia and the 

traditional teaching strategy were equally effective in 
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eliciting task relevant behavior. Thus, it is assumed that 

both treatments are equally effective in eliciting attention 

from the participants. 

Limitations of the Study 

In the process of conducting the research a number of 

possible limitations to the study became evident. First, 

the students selected for the study were from intact special 

education classes and could not be randomly assigned to the 

treatment groups. Thus, the school district stipulated who 

the students would be and what schools and classes would be 

used. This limitation served as an inconvenience since some 

of the students might have been excluded based upon pretest 

scores. Second, no effort was made to determine if the 

students assigned to either group were susceptible to sug

gestions or if they had a predisposition for relaxation 

training. Thus, no attempt was made to exclude students 

based upon their inability to relax or to receive sugges

tions. This screening was not done because of the possible 

exclusion of some students, thereby producing too small a 

sample for the study. Third, the results of the statistical 

analysis could not report the special education teachers' 

reactions to treatment (see Appendix L). There appeared to 

be favorable responses supporting the use of Suggesopedia in 

the classroom. Finally, the variance in the students' abil

ity to comprehend the material was obvious. The entry skill 
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level or readiness of the students to perform the task 

varied appreciably. Unfortunately, this could not be easily 

controlled for since the school district selected the 

students. 

Implications of the Study 

The implications of this study are that Suggestopedia 

is no more effective in teaching new v/ords to the mildly and 

moderately retarded than the traditional teaching technique. 

Both groups identified about the same number of words. 

Lozanov (1975) noted a regression effect v/hen conducting 

his research. Lozanov used the phrase regression effect to 

point out that the students' learning rate decreased in the 

Suggestopedia classes after a period of time. It may be 

practical to assume that Suggestopedia could be used inter

changeably with the traditional teaching strategy when 

teachers noted a regression effect with their students. 

Therefore, the change in teaching strategy might motivate 

the students to continue with the learning task. Thus, 

based on a continuum of treatment, one technique could be 

used to temporarily replace the other so instruction could 

continue without changing content. Additional research 

needs to be conducted before Suggestopedia can be said to 

significantly affect learning. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 

The issue of hov/ Suggestopedia affects learning with 

the mentally retarded is complex and still unresolved. Most 

research has been conducted with college students or adults. 

Perhaps chronological age is important to the Suggestopedic 

strategy. Additional research is needed in several areas 

connected with this study. First, a replication of this 

study using as controls students who are not mentally re

tarded would help to verify whether retarded children are 

affected by Suggestopedia in the same v/ay as their peers. 

Also, it might be appropriate to conduct this study using 

learning disabled (LL) students for the same reason. Sec

ond, it might be practical to screen the students based on 

their ability to relax and receive instruction. Third, 

other teaching strategies should be compared with Suggesto

pedia in an effort to determine whether Suggestopedia does 

involve complex learning processes or is another interven

tion strategy based upon a form of conditioning. Fourth, 

since it is impractical to suggest that a large sample of 

mentally retarded students will exhibit behaviors so alike 

that one can forego extensive screening, then an alternative 

must be tried. Designs involving smaller numbers of sub

jects or the single subject design may well prove to be 

alternative ways to show sufficiently whether mentally re

tarded students will learn more material in a given time 

as compared to other teaching strategies. Further benefit 
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would be derived from using such a design since the students 

could be treated over longer periods of time. Perhaps scho

ols would be more amenable to studies involving smaller 

numbers of students. Fifth, it may be that the mentally 

retarded students would have benefited more from the Sug

gestopedic teaching strategy if the relaxation portion of 

the Suggestopedic cycle were presented first. Future stu

dies might want to compare the effects of presenting mater

ial to mildly and moderately retarded children using vari

ations in the Suggestopedic cycle. Sixth, this study used a 

wide range of students by age. It may be that older mental

ly retarded children would benefit more from Suggestopedia 

than younger children. Grouping the students by age may 

provide the answer as to whether or not older children v/ill 

benefit more from Suggestopedia when compared to their peers 

receiving instruction using the traditional teaching ap

proach. Seventh, a panel of judges observing the treat

ments in an effort to determine whether the material pre

sented produces anxiety may be more appropriate than the 

instrument used in this study. No special equipment was 

used in this study to determine if the students were in an 

anxiety producing situation. Therefore, perhaps the words 

did not produce the anxiety or stress assumed to be preva

lent when teaching mentally retarded children new material. 

Finally/ the suggestibility of the students participating 

in the experiment group is in question inasmuch as no tests 
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were made. As stated above, the students v/ho participated 

in this study were selected by the school district. Even 

if a screening instrument had been used it v/as not possible 

to assign students to treatment groups. Therefore, it was 

decided to use students unselected on Suggestopedic suscep

tibility in this experiment. Future research should consid-

sider using a screening instrument to check whether the 

student is capable of relaxing and receiving suggestions. 

Conclusions 

The results of this study lend support to the following 

conclusions ; 

1. Suggestopedia does not significantly affect the 

number of words identified when compared to a 

traditional teaching approach as presented in this 

study. 

2. Mentally retarded children having a high intelli

gence do learn more material in a shorter period 

of time than their low intelligence peers. 

3. Task Relevant Behavior (TRB) is not any more prev

alent when using the Suggestopedia teaching strat

egy than when using the traditional teaching 

format. 

Due to the design limitations, conclusions drawn from 

this study are suggestive rather than conclusive. The 

findings in this study may provide evidence v/hen deciding 
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whether or not to use Suggestopedia v/ith mildly and moder

ately retarded children in special education classes. 
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Appendix A 

Letter to School District 

May 17, 1982 

The purpose of this project is to work with retarded school 
age children in order to determine if they can benefit from 
a teaching strategy that proports using accelerated learning 
techniques. 

Intent of Project 

This project involves TEACHING STRATEGIES for the MILDLY and 
MODERATELY RETARDED school age child. These children have 
considerable difficulties learning new material. Teachers 
find that the child can acquire useful READING SKILLS with 
special education. Notably, the learning characteristics of 
the mildly and moderately retarded student clearly imply 
that a teaching strategy that could provide ACCELERATIVE 
LEARNING in the classroom would be of interest to teachers. 

The purpose of this project is to work with mildly and 
moderately retarded children in the academic area of 
reading, specifically, WORKING ON WORD IDENTIFICATION 
SKILLS. We would like to work with those students diagnosed 
as mildly or moderately retarded for approximately six weeks 
in order to examine an accelerative learning teaching 
strategy that has been proven effective and efficient in 
various academic settings. 

Eighteen sessions lasting approximately 50 minutes each plus 
five sessions for pretests and posttests would be the extent 
of time needed for this project. The sessions would be 
conducted over six weeks. Teacher trainers would be 
provided. The words used would be taken from the Macmillan 
Reading Series r, 1980, a recognized text used in Texas 
schools . 

Advantages to School 

This is a teaching or training strategy. The students would 
RECEIVE READING INSTRUCTION. Since the material used is 
consistent with the nature and needs of the schools and 
diagnosed children, a great deal of relevancy will be 
transmitted plus the project allows for generalizability, 
that is, the student may be able to use these acquired 
reading skills in other classroom settings. 
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The residual effects may be far reaching. The students will 
be given an opportunity to learn in an unique fashion that 
has been proven successful in other academic settings while 
receiving instruction using relevant reading material and 
simultaneously taught how to use self-motivating skills. We 
would be happy to provide both a written and oral report to 
the participating school's faculty upon the completion of 
the project. 

Advantages to Texas Tech University 

Educators are always looking for proven methods that will 
accelerate learning, enhance a positive warm learning 
atmosphere, and promote feelings of success. The special 
education program at Texas Tech is very much interested in 
the application of efficient teaching, especially since its 
(the program's) major goal is to train students to be 
effective teachers. We know you share our interest, 
concern, and dedication in carrying out this quest, since 
the products of our program (trained teachers) directly 
affect the needs of yours. Yet, teacher training cannot 
solely come from books, past experiences or student teaching 
internships. New techniques must be tried. Not just for the 
sake of trying new things but, rather, as an attempt to 
enrich the lives of those involved with the teaching and 
learning process. Therefore, we feel confident that the 
outcome of this project will, in fact, affect the material 
covered in the curriculum courses offered in the 
undergraduate special education program. 

Request of School District 

Presently, we are interested in all the students diagnosed 
as mildly retarded or moderately retarded between the ages 
of 9 to 15. The undertaking of this project involves 
reviewing the students' records in order to obtain some 
demographic and school related data. Of course all 
information will be kept confidential. Once data are 
collected, the students would be split into two groups, 
depending upon their scores obtained from the pretests. 

After the pretests, the students involved in this project 
would meet with the teacher trainer weekly, 50 minutes a 
session, for 18 sessions. It is desired that the students 
at the involved school sites meet in groups of five, 
thereby, lessening the amount of time required to instruct 
the students and to alleviate scheduling problems. 
Modifications of this procedure may have to be considered. 

Hopefully, this activity could be construed as part of the 
student's reading program. The students would have to be 
released from class for these sessions but the teachers 
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involved would be doing so with the knowledge that the 
students would be getting instruction in reading. No 
further obligation would be required of the teachers. 

We realize that such an undertaking of this magnitude could 
not take place before the beginning of the school year 
1982-1983. We realize, also, that a good deal of groundwork 
must be laid before instruction could begin. 

V7e look forward to having further communication with you on 
this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Vaughn E. Hales, M.S. in Ed. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Special Education 
Dee LaMont Johnson, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Texas Tech University 
College of Education 
Special Education 
742-2347/742-2390 
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Appendix B 

Consent Form 

Dear Parent: 

We are always looking for new but successful ways to teach 
children to read. We are conducting a study whereby a new 
teaching strategy will be used to teach a reading skill. 
This new method combines soft music with a relaxation 
exercise while new words are presented in a systematic v/ay. 
If you feel you v/ould like your child to participate in this 
study, please read the information below and sign this 
copy. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Vaughn E. Hales, M.S. in Ed. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Special Education 
D. LaMont Johnson, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
College of Education 
Special Education 
Texas Tech University 

I hereby give my consent for 
to participate in a reading project involving teaching words 
while music and a relaxation exercise is introduced. I 
understand that the persons responsible for this project are 
Vaughn E. Hales (Texas Tech doctoral candidate, 742-2390) 
and Dr. D. LaMont Johnson (742-2390). I understand that 
this project involves giving my permission for my child's 
participation in one of two reading groups — instruction 
with relaxation exercise and music background or instruction 
without relaxation exercise and music background. 

I understand that the principal investigator will have 
access to my child's school records and that confidentiality 
will be respected. I understand that all answers on tests 
are confidential. I understand that my child's name v/ill 
not be attached to any reported results and that this 
project is concerned with scores of students as a group, not 
with scores of individuals. 

Signature of Parent Date: 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Demographic Information Sheet 

Name Date 

School Teacher 

1. Birthdate 

2. Chronological Age 

3. Sex (M) (F) 

4. Full Scale Intelligence Score 

Date of Test Source_ 

5. Grade Level (1982-1983) 

6. Native Language (use surname) 

7. Ethnic Origin; 

White, but not Hispanic 

Hispanic 

Black 

Oriental 

n Indian 

Other 

8. Other Information 

64 
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Appendix D 

Word Identification Test 

Name Location Date 

Examiner Total Words Correct 

NOTE; Use the hand lettered cards for testing. The cards 
are numbered on the back. Begin with the first word then 
proceed across the page. 

situation 
specimen 
starvation 
catastrophe 
stationary 
astronomy 
facial 
occurence 
essay 
scheme 
solutions 
defiance 
vehicles 
observatories 
exploit 
routine 
conceit 
trophies 
smudge 
decals 
appetite 
gullery 
variance 
treacherous 
possessions 
poisonous 
plantation 
'replica 
announced 
obstacles 
'larvae 
'hoist 
orangutan 
axles 
extremely 
extinct 
'absolutely 
trainee 
solidarity 
trampling 

crevice 
morsels 
stencils 
transistor 
galaxy 
optional 
phenomenon 
illegal 
spatula 
potions 
barrio 
ignorant 
abdomen 
improvising 
citadel 
clique 
rogue 
resignation 
gesture 
depression 
diameter 
ploughs 
_cautioned 
sergeant 
"techniques 
probation 
heather 
"logical 
_fragile 
_gyroscope 
composing 
_yolk 
ordinary 
bacteria 
debris 
league 
relaxation 
_emblem 
_stowaway 
pedestrian 

cycles 
medieval 
intelligence 
tropical 
frigate 
italics 
surgeon 
mourned 
horizontal 
maneuver 
miniature 
patience 
aspiring 
triumph 
_marmalade 
_talons 
dreary 
query 
mahogany 
_chartreuse 
measure 
trudged 
accustomed 
migratory 
bifocal 
_acknowledge 
_alternatives 
_dormitory 
_podium 
_astounded 
_constellations 
_appraisal 
_aliens 
_pneumonia 
_audition 
_whittling 
_seclusion 
_universe 
_xylophone 
melody 
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Appendix E 

Words listed by Random Numbers (120 Words) 

NOTE: The numbers to the right of the words indicate the 
order in which the words were presented to the students 
during testing. 

01 
04 
07 
10 
13 
16 
19 
22 
25 
28 
31 
34 
37 
40 
43 
46 
49 
52 
55 
58 
61 
64 
67 
70 
73 
76 
79 
82 
85 
88 
91 
94 
97 
100 
103 
106 
109 
112 
115 
118 

situation 
specimen 
starvation 
catastrophe 
stationary 
astronomy 
facial 
occurence 
essay 
scheme 
solutions 
defiance 
vehicles 
observatories 
exploit 
routine 
conceit 
trophies 
smudge 
decals 
appetite 
gullery 
variance 
treacherous 
possessions 
poisonous 
plantation 
replica 
announced 
obstacles 
larvae 
hoist 
orangutan 
axles 
extremely 
extinct 
absolutely 
trainee 
solidarity 
trampling 

02 
05 
08 
11 
14 
17 
20 
23 
26 
29 
32 
35 
38 
41 
44 
47 
50 
53 
56 
59 
62 
65 
68 
71 
74 
77 
80 
83 
86 
89 
92 
95 
98 
101 
104 
107 
109 
113 
116 
119 

crevice 
morsels 
stencils 
transistor 
galaxy 
optional 
phenomenon 
illegal 
spatula 
potions 
barrio 
ignorant 
abdomen 
improvising 
citadel 
clique 
rogue 
resignation 
gesture 
depression 
diameter 
ploughs 
cautioned 
sergeant 
techniques 
probation 
heather 
logical 
fragile 
gyroscope 
composing 
yolk 
ordinary 
bacteria 
debris 
league 
relaxation 
emblem 
stowaway 
pedestrian 

03 
06 
09 
12 
15 
18 
21 
24 
27 
30 
33 
36 
39 
42 
45 
48 
51 
54 
57 
60 
63 
66 
69 
72 
75 
78 
81 
84 
87 
90 
93 
96 
99 
102 
105 
108 
111 
114 
117 
120 

cycles 
medieval 
intelligence 
tropical 
frigate 
italics 
surgeon 
mourned 
horizontal 
maneuver 
miniature 
patience 
aspiring 
triumph 
marmalade 
talons 
dreary 
query 
mahogany 
chartreuse 
measure 
trudged 
accustomed 
migratory 
bifocal 
acknowledge 
alternatives 
dormitory 
podium 
astounded 
constellations 
appraisal 
aliens 
pneumonia 
audition 
whittling 
seclusion 
universe 
xylophone 
melody 
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Appendix F 

Words by Grade Level with Page Numbers 

Grade 4 

Page numbers of 30 words from Smith, C. Sc Wardhaugh, R. 

Rhymes and reasons (Teacher's Edition, Part 2). New York 

Macmillan, 1980. 

absolutely 

accustomed 

acknowledge 

alternatives 

announced 

appetite 

axles 

citadel 

composing 

cycles 

decals 

diameter 

essay 

extinct 

facial 

P« 

P-

P-

P-

P' 

P< 

P 

P 

P" 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

. 554 

652 

. 652 

. 642 

. 515 

. 500 

. 642 

. 613 

693 

. 573 

. 642 

. 642 

. 693 

. 500 

. 676 

horizontal 

larvae 

measure 

melody 

morsels 

optional 

patience 

poisonous 

possessions 

potions 

solutions 

tropical 

trudged 

whittling 

yolk 

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

573 

531 

500 

693 

554 

642 

629 

500 

613 

613 

573 

543 

706 

613 

490 



Grade 5 

Page numbers of 30 words from Smith, C. Sc Wardhaugh, R 

Echoes of time (Teacher's Edition, Part 2). New York: 

Macmillan, 1980. 

68 

aliens 

aspiring 

astronomy 

constellations 

depression 

dreary 

emblem 

extremely 

galaxy 

illegal 

improvising 

logical 

marmalade 

ordinary 

nedestrian 

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P 

P 

P-

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

469 

517 

449 

449 

636 

. 561 

765 

. 561 

. 435 

. 483 

. 607 

. 435 

. 623 

. 591 

. 529 

plantation 

ploughs 

pneumonia 

probation 

sergeant 

smudge 

stationary 

stowaway 

trainee 

trampling 

transistor 

treacherous 

triumph 

universe 

vehicles 

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

483 

671 

449 

529 

529 

688 

435 

647 

469 

717 

607 

671 

647 

435 

469 



Grade 6 

Page numbers of 30 words from Smith, C. Sc Wardhaugh, R 

Catch the wind (Teacher's Edition, Part 2). New York; 

Macmillan, 1980. 

69 

abdomen 

astounded 

barrio 

bifocal 

catastrophe 

cautioned 

debris 

dormitory 

gullery 

hoist 

intelligence 

migratory 

mourned 

observatories 

occurence 

P« 

P-

P 

P-

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

511 

523 

. 595 

540 

. 688 

. 573 

. 523 

. 650 

. 574 

. 640 

. 553 

. 573 

. 606 

. 553 

. 688 

orangutan 

phenomenon 

relaxation 

resignation 

routine 

seclusion 

solidarity 

specimen 

starvation 

stencils 

surgeon 

talons 

techniques 

trophies 

variance 

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P" 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

467 

540 

478 

573 

478 

619 

573 

478 

629 

629 

. 496 

. 703 

. 496 

. 703 

. 678 
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Grade 7 

Page numbers of 30 words from Smith, C. Sc Wardhaugh, R. 

Roots and v/ings (Teacher's Editiob) . New York: Macmillan, 

1980. 

appraisal 

audition 

bacteria 

chartreuse 

clique 

conceit 

crevice 

defiance 

exploit 

fragile 

frigate 

gesture 

gyroscope 

heather 

ignorant 

P-

P-

P-

P 

P-

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

53 

257 

218 

. 243 

10 

. 158 

. 356 

. 144 

. 120 

. 60 

. 151 

. 106 

. 91 

. 326 

. 84 

italics 

league 

mahogany 

maneuver 

medieval 

miniature 

obstacles 

podium 

query 

replica 

rogue 

scheme 

situation 

spatula 

xylophone 

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

P-

120 

210 

158 

130 

98 

106 

158 

243 

341 

151 

334 

334 

84 

10 

189 
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Appendix G 

VJords used for course material (90 Words) 

Note: These are 90 words that had the highest frequency of 
incorrect or missed responses on the pretest. 

situation 
medieval 
astronomy 
surgeon 
essay 
potions 
defiance 
abdomen 
improvising 
clique 
rogue 
resignation 
gesture 
chartreuse 
ploughs 
cautioned 
sergeant 
techniques 
alternatives 
dormitory 
podium 
astounded 
appraisal 
aliens 
pneumonia 
extinct 
absolutely 
trainee 
solidarity 
trampling 

crevice 
catastrophe 
facial 
occurence 
horizontal 
solutions 
ignorant 
aspiring 
citadel 
talons 
dreary 
query 
mahogany 
diameter 
trudged 
accustomed 
migratory 
probation 
replica 
announced 
obstacles 
larvae 
orangutan 
axles 
debris 
league 
relaxation 
emblem 
stowaway 
pedestrian 

cycles 
transistor 
phenomenon 
illegal 
scheme 
barrio 
patience 
observatories 
marmalade 
conceit 
trophies 
smudge 
decals 
gullery 
variance 
treacherous 
possessions 
acknowledge 
logical 
fragile 
gyroscope 
constellations 
ordinary 
bacteria 
audition 
whittling 
seclusion 
universe 
xylophone 
melody 
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Appendix H 

Observation Instrument Instructions 

Definition of Terms; 

Task Relevant Behaviors (TRB); Actions displayed that tend 
to keep the student's attention on the assigned task. 

Examples; Following direction(s) of teacher, eye contact 
with teacher, listening attentively, responding appropri
ately to questions, etc. 

Task Nonrelevant Behaviors (TNB); Actions displayed that 
tend to distract student's attention from the task at hand. 

Examples: Looking out the window, talking to another 
student, sleeping, leaving one's seat, fidgeting, etc. 

Note: These behaviors are observed and recorded at the end 
of a fifteen second interval. 

Recording Procedure; 

1. Select a student to observe. 
2. Look away from the student for 15 seconds. 
3. Look up at the end of the 15 seconds. 
4. Observe the student's present task behavior. 
5. Record a plus "-H" if the student has displayed task 

relevant behavior at that percise moment; if the student 
exhibits behavior that appears nonrelevant to the task, 
the interval will be considered spoiled and a minus "-" 
will be recorded. 

6. Randomly rotate to another student after each 15 second 
interval until each student has been observed 10 times. 

FORMAT EXAMPLE 

+ First Interval - comments: 

+ Second Interval - comments: 

Third Interval - comments: FIDGETING 

etc . 

Total ( + ) Total (-) 
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OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT 

Student; Date 

Observer; Teacher; 

RECORDING PROCEDURE 

1. Select a student to observe. 
2. Look away from the student for 15 seconds. 
3. Look up at the end of the 15 seconds. 
4. Observe the student's present task behavior. 
5. Record a plus "-H" if the student has displayed task 

relevant behavior at that percise moment; if the student 
exhibits behavior that appears nonrelevant to the task, 
the interval will be considered spoiled and a minus "-" 
will be recorded. 

6. Randomly rotate to another student after each 15 second 
interval until each student has been observed 10 times. 

First Interval - comments: 

Second Interval - comments; 

Third Interval - comments; 

Fourth Interval - comments; 

Fifth Interval - comments: 

Sixth Interval - comments 

Seventh Interval - comments 

Eighth Interval - comments 

Ninth Interval - comments 

Tenth Interval - comments 

Total ( + ) Total (-) 
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Task Relevant 
Behavior 

Task Nonrelevant 
Behavior 

Raters Trainer Observer Trainer Observer 

Time Segment 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

Rater Reliability = Number of Agreements = _?. = -82% 
Number of Potential Agreements 11 
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Appendix I 

Transcript of Relaxation Procedure 

INTRODUCTION: <the student(s) should be sitting> 

State; THIS IS AN ACTIVITY IN WHICH YOU WILL FOCUS 
ATTENTION ON YOUR BREATHING. BEGIN TO FIND A 
COMFORTABLE SITTING POSITION. WIGGLE AROUND 
FOR A FEW SECONDS AND FIND A SPOT WHERE YOU 
FEEL COMFORTABLE. 

<give the students a few seconds to get comfortable> 

NOW THAT YOU ARE COMFORTABLE, LET'S PAY ATTENTION 
TO SOME MUSIC. I WANT YOU TO DO A DEEP BREATHING 
EXERCISE. LISTEN TO MY DIRECTIONS. 

<state all directions at a slow delivery rate> 

PART ONE: <turn on the recorder> 

State: REMEMBER TO CONCENTRATE ON THE MUSIC. 
I WANT YOU TO TAKE A DEEP SLOVJ BREATH. 

<model and monitor the desired breathing behavior> 

HOLD THE BREATH FOR 3 SECONDS. 

<count 1, 2, 3, aloud> 

SLOWLY EXHALE. 

<count 1, 2, 3, aloud> 

AS YOU DO THE DEEP BREATHING EXERCISE TOGETHER YOU 
MAY WISH TO KEEP YOU EYES OPEN, OR IF YOU CHOOSE 
YOU MAY FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE WITH YOUR EYES 
CLOSED. I WANT YOU TO REPEAT BREATHING SL0V7LY AND 
DEEPLY 5 TIMES — EACH TIME COUNTING 1, 2, 3, TO 
YOURSELF. 

<model and monitor the desired breathing behavior> 

I WANT YOU TO CONTINUE BREATHING SLOWLY AND DEEPLY. 
I WANT YOU TO NOTICE THAT IT FEELS GOOD TO HAVE 
YOUR MIND WANDER WHILE LISTENING TO MUSIC AND THIS 
EXERCISE WILL HELP YOU TO BECOME AWARE OF V7HEN IT'S 
HAPPENING. AS LONG AS YOU KNOW V/HEN IT'S WANDER
ING, YOU CAN HAVE MORE CONTROL OVER WHERE IT GOES. 

<the students should be breathing slowly and deeply> 
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YOU WILL NOTICE THAT THROUGHOUT THIS EXERCISE I 
V7ILL REMIND YOU TO RELAX. AS YOU PRACTICE THIS 
EXERCISE, I V7ANT YOU TO CONTINUE TO BREATH SLOWLY, 
RELAX, M4D LISTEN TO THE MUSIC. 

PART TWO; <model the desired breathing behavior> 

State: CONCENTRATE ON SLOW, DEEP BREATHING THROUGHOUT THE 
SESSION. 

SLOWLY REPEAT THESE PHRASES TO YOURSELF AS YOU HEAR 
THEM. 
I FEEL RELAXED ... 
I FEEL WARM AND COMFORTABLE ALL OVER ... 
MY WHOLE BODY FEELS GOOD ALL OVER ... 
I LIKE THIS FEELING ... 

<remind the students to relax and to listen to the 
musio 

THE NOISES OUTSIDE THE ROOM MAY DISTRACT YOU, BUT 
AS YOU BECOME BETTER AT THIS, YOU WILL LEARN TO 
LISTEN ONLY TO THE SOUND OF THE MUSIC. CONTINUE 
BREATHING SLOV/LY. RELAX, AND LISTEN. 

<periodically remind the student(s) to relax and 
listen to the music; periodically repeat the 
phrases, e.g., I FEEL RELAXED, e t o 

PART THREE; <allow students to continue breathing slowly> 

State; BY NOW YOU SHOULD BE FEELING RELAXED AND IT SHOULD 
FEEL GOOD TO LISTEN TO THE MUSIC. WE ARE READY TO 
PROCEED INTO THE REVIEW PORTION OF THIS SESSION. 
I WANT YOU TO CONTINUE LISTENING TO THE MUSIC AND 
RELAX WHILE I REVIEW THE NEW WORDS WE LEARNED TODAY 
WITH YOU. 

I AM GOING TO COUNT FROM 5 TO 1. YOU WILL FEEL 
RELAXED, AWAKE, AND ENERGETIC. I WANT YOU TO 
KEEP THAT WARM, RELAXED, COMFORTABLE FEELING. 
REMEMBER TO LISTEN TO THE MUSIC WHILE i REVIEVJ 
THE NEV7 WORDS WITH YOU. DO NOT LISTEN TO ME. 
JUST LISTEN TO THE MUSIC. 

CONTINUE TO BREATH SLOWLY AND DEEPLY ... 
RELAX ... 
LEARNING WILL SEEM EASIER FOR YOU. 
READY ~ 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. 

<total time needed = 10 minutes> 
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List of Tapes 

1. Bach, Harpsicord Music: Toccata Sc Fugue in C Minor; 
Fantasia in C Minor; Chromatic Fantasia Sc Fugue in D 
Minor; Italian Concerto in F Major. Helma Eisner, 
Harpsicord. 

2. Bach, Concerto for 2 Violins in D Minor; 2 Concertos 
for Violin in A Minor in E Major. Mainz Chamber 
Orchestra. Gunter Kehr, Conductor. 

3. Bach, Brandenburg Concerti No. 1 in F Major, No. 3 in G 
Major, No. 4 in G Major. Mainz Chamber Orchestra. 
Gunter Kehr, Conductor. 

4. Beethoven, Symphony No. 7 in A Major, OP. 92; Symphony 
No. 8 in F Major, OP. 93. London Symphony Orchestra. 
Edouard Van Remoortel, Conductor. 

5. Brahms Symphony No. 4 in E Minor, OP. 98. Symphony 
Orchestra of the North German Radio, Hamburg. Hans 
Schmidt-Isserstedt, Conductor. 

6. Brahms, Hungarian Dances 5 Sc 6; Khachaturian, Sabre 
Dance; Dvorak, Slavonic Dances 5 Sc 6; Liszt, Hungarian 
Rhapsody No. 2; Smetana, 'The Bartered Bride'. Bregenz 
Festival Orchestra, Sandor Rekal, Conductor. 

7. Chopin, Etudes OP. 10 Sc OP. 25. Guiomar Novaes, Piano. 

8. Dvorak, Symphony No. 8 in G Major, OP. 88. Bamberg 
Symphony Orchestra. Jonel Perlea. Conductor. 

9. Dvorak, Cello Concerto in B Minor, OP. 104. Jonel 
Perlea, Conductor. 

10. Lalo, Symphonie Espagnole; Saint-Saens, Violin Concerto 
No. 3 in B Minor. Aaron Rosand, Violin, Southwest 
German Radio Orchestra, Baden-Baden. Tibor Szoke, 
Conductor. 

11. Rossini, 5 Overatures: William Tell; Barber of 
Seville; Semiramide; La Cenerentola; Thieving Magpie. 
Bamberg Symphony. Jonel Perea, Conductor. 

12. Tchaikovsky, Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty. Vienna 
Symphony. Edouard van Remoortel, Conductor. 

13. Tchaikovsky, Nutcracker Suite; Weber, Invitation to the 
Dance; R. Strauss, Der Rosenkavalier. Bamberg 
Symphony. Perlea Sc Hollreiser, Conductors. 
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14. Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture; Borodin, Polovtsian Dances; 
Mussorgsky, Night on Bald Mountain; Rimsky-Korsakov, 
Russian Easter Overture. Vienna Symphony Orchestra. 
Heinrich Hollreiser, Conductor. 

15. Wagner, Overtures. Bamberg Symphony. Hollreiser Sc 
Swarowsky, Conductors. 
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Appendix J 

Description of Instruction 

The students will receive instruction divided into tv/o 
components coded A and B. Each teacher assistant will be 
responsible for knowing both components. The teachers will 
rotate classes weekly so that all students receive both 
components. 

Each teacher will meet with two classes, five sessions 
a week, for one week. Five words will be presented each 
session. At the end of the week the teachers will test 
their assigned students over the words presented then rotate 
to tv/o different classes. 

Training Sessions; 

The schedule for both components will be essentially 
the same. The sessions will be 50 minutes in length 
conducted over two consecutive 25 minute training periods. 
Both components (A Sc B) will receive the same course 
material. 

Each 50 minute component (A Sc B) presentation will 
consist of; 

1. A 10 minute review and dialogue using old material. 
2. A 15 minute presentation of new material. 
3. A 25 minute review when the nev/ material is reinforced. 

Component A and B — First 25 Minute Period: 

The first 25 minute training period includes; 

1. A 10 minute review of old material. 
2. A 15 minute introduction of new material. 

The 10 minute review of old material portion includes, 
but is not limited to, conversation between student(s) and 
teacher, questions and answers, and clarification of 
previously learned material. During this time the teacher 
reviews the five words presented from the previous session. 
The 15 minute introduction to new material portion v/ill be 
taught by first showing one word v/hile simultaneously saying 
it, then the teacher will say the word again and spell it. 
This will be followed by the teacher saying the word, 
spelling it, defining it and using it in a sentence. 

Students should be encouraged and complimented in a 
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positive and hopeful manner. The students should be 
encouraged to participate. If mistakes are made, they 
should be corrected, but in a quiet and non-critical way. 
Modeling and observational strategies will be used. In 
addition, reinforcers will be introduced e.g., social 
praise. 

Both components will use "teacher-made" cards. The 
teacher trainer will provide the teachers with the cards. 
All words will be hand lettered in lower case American-
English orthography on a 5 x 8 inch card. On the back of 
each card is the correct pronunciation of the word and its 
meaning. The teacher is requested to use the examples given 
on the back of each card plus provide additional examples. 
Once the series of five words are presented, the teacher 
will repeat the process until the 15 minutes are expired. 

Component A — Second 25 Minute Period; 

Component A's reinforcement process is divided into two 
parts : 

1. A 10 minute breathing exercise while listening to music. 
2. A 15 minute reinforcement of the new material portion 

while the teacher varies the intonation of voice (e.g., 
soft, normal, loud, firm), and rhythm- of voice with the 
music. 

The breathing exercise format is found on the 
relaxation transcript. The teacher will read the procedure 
and model the behavior. An effort should be made to provide 
a relaxed, positive, anxiety-free atmosphere in the 
classroom. 

During the 15 minute portion the students should be 
instructed to continue to listen to the music, maintain a 
relaxed composure, and not to listen to the teacher as the 
material is reviewed. The material should be reviewed in 
much the same way as in the first period. The teacher 
should restate the words by varying the intonation of voice 
and with the rhythm of the music. This instructional method 
remains the same throughout component A's sessions. 

NOTE: The second 25 minute training period for 
component A is a combination of controlled breathing, soft 
music, suggestion, a positive warm atmosphere, and a 
listening-review process. The music for the background will 
be played throughout the entire 25 minutes. The volumn 
will be set low to provide a "soft" music background 
atmosphere. Each instructor will be furnished a cassette 
tape player and three 90 minute tapes. The music is looped 
to provide a continuous nonstop 45 minute block of music. 
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Twenty-five minutes of music is needed for this period. The 
tapes will be numbered "1", "2", and "3". One side of the 
tape will be labeled "A", the other "B". This is to allow 
the teacher to play tape 1, side A, on the first meeting and 
side B on the second meeting; tape 2, side A, on the third 
meeting and so fourth. Since each teacher will meet with 
two classes a week, then rotate to two different classes, 
the music for each session will be different. This 
procedure will be adhered to throughout the entire session 
sequence . 

Component B — Second 25 Minute Period: 

The second 25 minute training period for the class 
receiving component B consists of; 

1. A 10 minute reading portion. 
2. A 15 minute review of new words. 

The students will remain seated while the teacher reads 
a story. After reading the story, the teacher will review 
the words in the same fashion as presented in the first ten 
minute review of old material portion of period one. This 
procedure remains the same throughout component B's 
sessions. 
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Appendix K 

Example of Hand Lettered Card 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X ^\ I t .^v # t ^"^ X / o u e 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Front of 5 X 8 Card 
(Not to Scale) 
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X 
X 47 

X 
X 

X X 
X X 
X clique (klik) Gerry didn't want to limit X 
X his friendships, and so he refused to X 
X join the clique. X 
X X 
X Explain that a clique is a small group of people X 
X friendly with each other, who stick together and X 
X are often unfriendly to outsiders. You may wish X 
X to explain that the word clique comes fron the X 
X the French word clique, which means latch. A X 
X clique is a group "latched in" together. Ask X 
X the students to suggest ways that cliques form, X 
X and what effects they may have on others. X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Back of 5 X 8 Card 
(Not to Scale) 
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Appendix L 

Letters from Special Education Teachers 

1. I feel that the reactions of all the students were 
extremely positive. They enjoyed the study and 
particulary enjoyed their teachers. 

2. After hearing the students talk, I believe that they 
enjoyed the female teachers more than the male one. 
This could be attributed to the fact that they are more 
used to a female English teacher. 

3. I feel that this study helped motivate two of the 
students in my class. Possibly the other three were 
motivated also, but not to the degree that the other 
two were. 

4. The students maintained a positive, favorable impres
sion of the study — throughout its entire course. 

5. Possibly I would consider using an approach such as 
this (Suggestopedia) when presenting regular subject 
matter . 

6. My major concern with this study is the amount of time 
it took away from my teaching these students. 

7. I felt that some of the "words" used were extremely 
relevant while others were extremely irrelevant. 

8. I feel that most all the teachers projected a very 
positive attitude and appearance toward the students. 

9. An hour is too much time in one area — the subject 
matter too difficult. 

10. This program for the children 8 - 1 0 years old was a 
waste of time. It was too long for this age group. 
Mentally they are not 8 - 1 0 . 

11. Generally, I was pleased with the outcome of the proj
ect. To be quite honest, I was quite surprised that the 
students remembered any of the words at alii I was 
very impressed with the method of teaching (Suggesto
pedia), and would like to have a copy of the procedure! 
I would really like to use your method in the class
room! I hope you can send me a copy of it, so I will 
do everything corretly! 
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A p p e n d i x M 

Raw 

ST. 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 

Data 

TRT. 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

EL. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
— 

— 

— 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

X 
X 
X 

SEC. 
— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

X 
X 
X 
— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
— 

— 

— 

sx. 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 
F 
M 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 

RCE. 
H 
A 
A 
B 
A 
B 
H 
H 
A 
H 
A 
H 
A 
A 
H 
B 
A 
B 
H 
B 
A 
A 
H 
B 
B 
B 
A 
H 
A 
A 
B 
H 
H 
B 
B 
B 
H 
B 
H 
A 
A 
A 
H 
H 
H 
H 
B 

C.A. 
134 
143 
150 
132 
124 
133 
167 
145 
110 
116 
114 
118 
112 
178 
177 
182 
141 
140 
124 
113 
124 
112 
156 
170 
192 
185 
149 
168 
136 
109 
121 
142 
129 
131 
124 
126 
160 
168 
157 
161 
176 
180 
162 
183 
113 
126 
109 

IQ(S) 
57 
49 
65 
49 
56 
60 
56 
55 
64 
40 
56 
59 
57 
59 
63 
68 
55 
59 
55 
64 
55 
64 
63 
49 
59 
55 
40 
74 
48 
59 
74 
60 
51 
62 
63 
73 
66 
66 
64 
46 
74 
52 
43 
69 
57 
51 
58 

IQ(P) 
66 
62 
65 
60 
79 
55 
75 
64 
68 
55 
77 
77 
61 
87 
69 
63 
58 
56 
76 
68 
56 
68 
55 
54 
73 
58 
62 
72 
60 
81 
74 
61 
55 
73 
60 
62 
63 
56 
71 
62 
78 
81 
48 
80 
86 
55 
71 

TRB 
40 
41 
36 
46 
24 
36 
51 
37 
28 
48 
46 
45 
38 
42 
45 
30 
38 
25 
25 
33 
35 
35 
24 
48 
51 
46 
54 
33 
52 
41 
28 
44 
33 
41 
36 
32 
41 
37 
40 
56 
51 
55 
52 
44 
33 
46 
30 

PRE. 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
48 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
11 
02 
13 
00 
00 
02 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
01 
00 
00 
09 
00 
00 
00 
20 
00 
09 
00 
00 
07 
00 
06 
00 
12 
14 
00 
08 
00 
00 
00 

PST. 
017 
007 
013 
005 
006 
032 
095 
013 
023 
000 
006 
004 
001 
031 
008 
051 
000 
000 
001 
001 
001 
002 
001 
002 
019 
014 
033 
068 
001 
013 
000 
020 
003 
021 
000 
000 
021 
002 
049 
010 
012 
054 
000 
Oil 
004 
000 
009 
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Raw Data C o n t i n u e d 

48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

X 
X 
X 
X 

F 
M 
F 
F 
F 
M 
M 
M 
M 

B 
A 
B 
H 
H 
A 
A 
B 
A 

108 
144 
108 
149 
110 
144 
182 
187 
180 

50 
52 
55 
47 
52 
40 
57 
52 
58 

60 
61 
62 
54 
68 
62 
57 
62 
77 

27 
34 
30 
24 
39 
34 
38 
26 
43 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
02 
03 

000 
000 
000 
000 
004 
010 
015 
048 
074 


